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Build your game board: Assemble the dice and cut out avatars from the provided template below.

Fill in the blanks: On your snakes and ladders board, you'll see some spaces for snakes and
ladders. Think about what can help or hold back someone's career. For snakes, think of things that
might set you back, like not trying your best or giving up easily. For ladders, think of good stuff like
working hard or learning new things.

Certain types of attitudes, habits and choices can act like ‘snakes’ or ‘ladders’
when it comes to achieving your education, training or career goals - some can
get you ahead and some can set you back. 

INSTRUCTIONS

How to Play:

Take turns rolling the dice and moving your character.
If you land on a snake, you'll need to move back, just like facing a setback in real life.
If you land on a ladder, you get to move up, showing you're doing something right in your
career journey.
Each time you land on a snake or ladder, have a quick chat with your friends about what you
landed on - how could it change your job pathway in the future?

Cut these out
Cut and fold on the dotted
lines. Secure your cube
with sticky tape.
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  SNAKE: Binge watching Netflix
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LADDER: Volunteering at local dog shelter
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Recognising which attitudes, habits, and choices will be your 'ladders' and
avoiding the 'snakes' can significantly influence how effectively you navigate
your journey towards education, training, or career success


